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Abstract 

In wavelength division multiplexed all optical networks; lightpath 

establishes a connection between sending and receiving nodes 

bypassing the electronic processing at intermediate nodes. One of the 

prime objectives of Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) 

problem is to maximize the number of connections efficiently by 

choosing the best routes. Although there are several algorithms 

available, improving the blocking performance in optical networks 

and finding optimal solutions for RWA problem has still remained a 

challenging issue. Wavelength conversion can be helpful in 

restricting the problem of wavelength continuity constraint but it 

increases complexity in the network. In this paper, we propose new 

weight dependent routing and wavelength assignment strategy for all 

optical networks without use of wavelength converters. Proposed 

weight function reduces blocking probability significantly, improving 

the network performance at various load conditions. Further, due to 

absence of wavelength converters, the cost and complexity of network 

reduces. Results show that the proposed strategy performs better than 

earlier reported methods. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Due to emergence of bandwidth intensive applications such 

as IPTV, cloud computing, Big Data, Internet of Things, there is 

unprecedented growth in Internet data. To support such rapid 

demand of high transmission and reception, and fast processing, 

optical fiber has become a natural choice for transmission 

because of its exceptional transmission capabilities, low 

attenuation, and low Bit Error Rate (BER). Wavelength Division 

Multiplexing (WDM) in optical network provides high speed 

data transmission by transmitting multiple wavelengths 

simultaneously within an optical fiber. In today's networks, 

electronic devices such as switches and routers are 

interconnected by optical fiber links. The information carried in 

optical fibers must be processed at electronic data rates that are 

compatible with electronic circuitry, hence limiting network 

throughput. In All Optical Networks (AONs), information is 

transmitted entirely in optical form and there are no optical-to-

electronic and electronic-to-optical conversions within the 

network. One of the major advantages of AONs with respect to 

networks with electro-optic devices is its high speed 

transmission and huge processing abilities. Various AON test-

beds and laboratory experiments have achieved an aggregate 

network throughput of over 1 Terabits per second and higher 

throughputs are expected in the near future. In these networks, a 

lightpath establishes a connection between two nodes which 

bypasses the electronic processing at intermediate nodes. A 

lightpath consists of the same wavelength from source to 

destination called wavelength continuity constraint. Two 

lightpaths sharing the same link cannot be assigned with same 

wavelength. 

For any connection request, a route has to be found, and a 

wavelength has to be assigned. Searching and assignment of 

route and wavelength to the connection request with minimum 

network resources is called Routing and Wavelength 

Assignment (RWA) Problem. Though numerous researches have 

been carried out on WDM based optical networks, finding 

optimal solutions for RWA problem is still remains a challenge. 

Important objective of RWA algorithm is to maximize the 

number of connections by taking the best route. When the new 

lightpath requests arrive at the network, the RWA algorithm 

determines the routes and selects the wavelengths depending on 

the availability of the wavelengths. Each connection request has 

to be given a route and wavelength from the available resources. 

There are three approaches to tackle this problem. First approach 

deals with the routing initially and then assigning a wavelength 

along the path. The second approach considers both route 

selection and wavelength assignment jointly. The third approach 

is RWA with wavelength converters (WCs). In this paper, we 

have proposed a new RWA strategy based on new dynamic 

weight routing for AONs in absence of WCs. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses 

various route selection techniques. Section 3 describes 

wavelength assignment techniques. Section 4 covers RWA 

schemes without WCs. Section 5 presents proposed RWA 

strategy and results, whereas paper is concluded in Section 6. 

2. ROUTE SELECTION TECHNIQUES

Route selection algorithms can be of fixed routing, fixed 

alternative routing or adaptive routing. In fixed routing, for each 

source and destination a fixed single path [1] is used whereas in 

fixed alternate routing [2], there is provision for alternative 

routes. It is similar to fixed routing method but has more than 

one alternating routes. Upon the connection request, it checks for 

the first free route and if it is not available then it takes the 

alternative route and hence reducing the blocking probability. 

These routes are pre-calculated and do not consider the current 

network state information. Routing is done depending on the 

free wavelengths on the route [3]. They have proposed a routing 

technique named fixed path least congestion routing (FPLC) 

which gives better results as compare to fixed alternative routing 

(FAR). In [4] they have analyzed that fixed alternate routing 
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with most used wavelength assignment technique gives better 

results as compared to fixed routing. In Adaptive Routing, route 

is chosen adaptively depending on the current status of the 

network. Upon the route request, the route with minimum or 

maximum weight depending on the weight cost function 

considered for transmission. There are several adaptive routing 

schemes like least loaded routing (LLR) [3], least congested path 

routing [6], weighted least congested routing (WLCR) [7] etc. 

The major advantage of adaptive routing is that it often results in 

higher resource utilization and lower connection blocking than 

static routing. Link load [3], [5] is taken into account while 

determining a new path without any wavelength converters. 

Least congested path routing [5], dynamically switches the light 

path between the primary and alternate route according to the 

network traffic distribution.  

WDM aware weight functions [6], [7] consist of free 

wavelengths available on each link, total number of wavelengths 

and number of hops. The effect of different weight function on 

the network performance was studied and the best results are 

achieved for the weight combination of less number of hops, free 

available wavelengths and total number of wavelengths. 

Adaptive alternate routing (AAR) [8] with more than one 

alternate route and without wavelength converters shows the 

reduction in blocking probability for low load. It is not much 

beneficial for high load because of restricted number of 

alternative routes. Amongst the above routing techniques, fixed 

routing is simple and having less complexity. The adaptive 

routing is complex but has lesser blocking. Fixed alternate 

routing is the trade-off between fixed and alternate routing. 

Adaptive alternate routing shows the better results in all routing 

techniques. 

3. WAVELENGTH ASSIGNMENT 

TECHNIQUES 

Selection of wavelength plays very important role in 

determining the performance of any algorithm. There are various 

approaches used in optical networks for wavelength assignment.  

First Fit: All the available wavelengths are indexed in an 

increasing order. While assigning the wavelength from the 

available set of the wavelengths, lower indexed wavelength is 

first selected for the path. This does not require any global 

information for assignment thus it is less complex. With 

adaptive routing, it gives better results in terms of blocking 

probability [9], [10]. 

Random Wavelength Assignment: In the random wavelength 

selection [11] a group of available wavelengths is maintained. 

For the new request, randomly wavelength is selected and 

assigned. Used wavelength is removed from the list and free 

wavelength is added to the list again. This list is updated 

whenever new connection required and any current connection 

ends. The first-fit has better performance as compared to random 

assignment [12]. 

Least Used Wavelength Assignment: The least used 

wavelength algorithm [9] selects the least used wavelength from 

the set of the available wavelengths. In this, global information 

is required for least usage of the wavelengths and hence the 

computational cost is high for this algorithm. If more than one 

wavelength is having less usage then first fit wavelength is 

selected. 

Most Used: The most used algorithm [9], [10] selects the 

wavelength which is used maximum times in the network. Like 

least used algorithm, this requires global information and is 

computational costly. If more than one wavelength is having 

more usage then first fit wavelength is used. 

4. RWA WITHOUT WAVELENGTH 

CONVERTERS 

An efficient RWA without wavelength converter algorithm is 

needed to improve the blocking performance. For improving the 

blocking performance, a new technique called weighted least 

congested routing (WLCR) [7] with first-fit wavelength 

assignment was suggested. In WLCR, current traffic load as well 

as route length is considered jointly. The routes are calculated 

off-line for every source and destination and the weight is 

assigned to each route. For every new connection request, the 

weight value is calculated and then assigned to each route. The 

route is selected with maximum number wavelengths and less 

number of hops. From the set of routes, upon the new connection 

request, it calculates the weight for a route as 

  
 
 RL

FW
TW   (1) 

where, W(F) is number of free wavelengths whereas L(R) is 

number of hops on the route. Maximum weight value is selected 

from all computed values and the corresponding route is chosen 

for the new connection. The route with more number of free 

wavelength and less hop count is selected as the probability of 

successful connection with large number of free wavelengths on 

shorter route will be larger than that of longer routes. Dynamic 

Wavelength Routing (DWR) [13] uses an adaptive routing and 

has two approaches, viz. least congestion with least nodal degree 

routing (LCLNR) and dynamic two-end wavelength routing 

(DTWR). The routes for each source and destinations are pre-

calculated using modified Dijkstra’s k-shortest algorithm. The 

routes are calculated with the help of computed weight function. 

Basically maximizing the utilization of wavelengths and thus 

minimizing the blocking probability. The DWR gives better 

performance than LLR [6] and WLCR [7]. Because the routing 

technique exclusively considers the route from the pre-calculated 

routes, it may happen that one of the route may be missed from 

the expedient routes. The DTWR [13] is used when call gets 

blocked in LCLNR, it finds the maximum available wavelengths 

between the nodes and then uses the wavelength converters. This 

increases wavelength utilization and reduces blocking 

probability. The LCLNR with first fit avoids the routes which 

goes through the congested links and therefore reduces the 

blocking probability. For the new connection request, the route 

is selected with maximum value of the function, 

 
h

W


  (2) 

where,  is free wavelength of the route and h is number of hops 

of the route. If more than two routes have the same values then 

minimum nodal degree is considered avoiding the congested 

node. Minimum coincidence routing (MCR) [14] selects the path 
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with minimum number of hop length and more number of free 

wavelengths, at the same time it balances the network load. 

MCR selects the shortest path between the source and 

destination node from the pre-computed routes with minimum 

value of parameter called minimum shared link (MSL), 

 SL LHMSL   (3) 

where, HL is the number of hops and LS is the number of links 

shared between a corresponding path and the path which has 

been previously selected. This method is selected for getting k-

shortest paths. The lightpaths will be selected with first-fit 

wavelength assignment algorithms. 

A new routing and wavelength assignment [15] reduces the 

blocking probability and also gives better resources utilization. 

By combining routing and wavelength assignment, route is 

jointly selected with wavelength assignment. If the route cannot 

find with wavelength then another wavelength is selected. It uses 

combination of shortest path routing and load balancing. A 

suitable route selection is depends on the weight cost function. 

For each route a weight is assigned to every link of the network 

and is given as 

 ij
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where, Pij is total number of presently available wavelengths on 

the link, T is total number of wavelengths and lij is the length of 

the link. The route with minimum value is selected. For the 

wavelength assignment, first fit is considered. Amongst the 

above routing and wavelength assignment algorithms, WLCR-

FF [7] gives better results as it considers the route with more 

number of free wavelengths as well as the route length. 

5. PROPOSED WORK 

Considering the importance of weight function and dynamic 

RWA, we propose a new dynamic weight function for 

computing best path for new connection requests with lesser 

blocking probability. Our weight function is based on common 

available wavelengths, number of calls served, number of calls 

blocked, average number of call requests and holding time of 

served calls. 

5.1 MODEL ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATIONS 

NSFnet network topology is considered for the simulation 

purpose by using MATLAB. It consists of N nodes, L links and 

W total number of wavelengths in the network and all the links 

are bidirectional. 

 

Fig.1. NSFnet Network 

5.2 STEPS FOR PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

5.2.1 Traffic Generation: 

The call arrival process is Poisson with mean rate λ 

uniformly distributed and the holding times are exponential with 

average length 1/µ, then the state probabilities are determined by 

the birth and death process. Considering W as maximum 

wavelengths per fiber and C as active wavelengths. The traffic 

load behavior depends on Erlang’s model [16]. 
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where, Pc(C) is probability density function of C under the 

normalized condition   1
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5.2.2 Weight Calculation: 

In our new dynamic weight routing and first fit wavelength 

assignment (NDWR-FF), k-shortest paths are calculated for 

every source and destination by Dijsktra’s modified algorithm. 

Dynamic weight function calculates the routes online for every 

source and destination. Whenever the new connection request 

comes then at that particular instant the weight is calculated and 

assigned to each route. Weight function is the ratio of common 

free available wavelengths to the average served traffic intensity 

per unit time. The route with maximum weight is selected. So 

maximum free available wavelengths and at the same time, the 

offered traffic, number of served calls, number of blocked calls 

and total holding time of the served calls for that whole route is 

also considered. The weight value is calculated as 

 
k

k
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t
A

W
W   (7) 

where, k
aW  is free available wavelengths on each calculated 

path k and A
k
 is traffic intensity on path k, calculated as A

k = .h. 

 is average number of call requests per unit time, given by 

e

bs

T

CC 
 , where Cs is total number of served calls, Cb is 

total number of blocked calls, Te is time elapsed during which Cs 

and Cb calls were handled and h is average duration of calls in 

seconds calculated as 
s

h

C

T
h  , where Th is total call holding time 

of served calls. The final weight function becomes, 
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The route with maximum weight value is selected. If 

wavelength is not available, i.e. 0k
aW  on the routes then the 

request is blocked. Once the route is decided, the wavelength 

assignment is done on the basis of first-fit wavelength 

assignment technique. The wavelengths are numbered in an 

ascending order and the lowest indexed is first assigned. 

5.2.3 Computing Blocking Probability:  

The overall blocking probability is calculated for proposed 

routing and wavelength assignment algorithm as the total 

number of blocked traffic divided by the total number of offered 

traffic to the NSFnet network as, 

 
C
N

C
N

C
Nb

N
A

SA
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  (9) 

where, C
NA  is offered traffic to the network and C

NS  is total 

carried traffic by the network. 

5.3 RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE 

COMPARISON 

For every link, 40 bidirectional wavelengths are considered 

and k-shortest paths are calculated for every source and 

destination. Initially, we have computed the blocking probability 

for different values for k between 1 to 25, for low and high traffic 

conditions. The Fig.2 shows the results obtained for low load and 

its corresponding blocking probability for k = 2, 10, 18, and 25. It 

illustrates that with increase in load, blocking probability increases 

and it is lesser for k = 18 and 25 than that of k = 2 and 10. 

Blocking probabilities for K = 18 and 25 are almost same as 

merely calculating large number of routes for a destination is not 

going to help in avoiding blocking but at the same time, sufficient 

number of calculated routes helps in reducing the blocking 

instances. The Fig.3 shows similar results for large load wherein 

for k = 10, 18, and 25, blocking probabilities are almost same. 

 

Fig.2. Traffic load versus blocking probability for low load 

conditions 

After studying the above results and considering other values 

of k-shortest routes, we choose optimum value of k as 18 for our 

further study.  

 

Fig.3. Traffic load versus blocking probability for high load 

conditions 

With our proposed strategy, a new dynamic weight routing 

and first fit wavelength assignment (NDWR-FF), a new dynamic 

weight is calculated. Path with maximum weight function is 

chosen for the connection. The blocking probabilities obtained 

with first fit approach for different number of wavelengths for 

varied load conditions are compared with shortest path routing 

(SPR), least loaded routing (LLR), weighted least congested 

routing (WLCR) and is as given in Table.1 and Table.2. For 

SPR-FF, only one route is considered whereas for others, the 

route is selected from the k-shortest paths. The results show that 

NDWR-FF gives lesser blocking probabilities and it performs 

better as compare to SPR-FF, LLR-FF and WLCR-FF. 

Table.1. Comparison of Blocking probabilities for different 

routing algorithms for wavelengths = 40, 50 

Wave lengths Load SPR LLR WLCR NDWR 

W=40 
190E 0.07566 0.03458 0.0433 0.03312 

210E 0.10977 0.06977 0.0677 0.06287 

W=50 
220E 0.04313 0.01239 0.0137 0.00593 

240E 0.05464 0.01926 0.0154 0.00915 

Table.2. Comparison of Blocking probabilities for different 

routing algorithms for wavelengths = 120, 140 

Wave lengths Load SPR LLR WLCR NDWR 

W=120 
840E 0.05199 0.0055 0.0062 0.0051 

960E 0.09530 0.0548 0.0534 0.0450 

W=140 
1020E 0.05837 0.0100 0.0103 0.0093 

1080E 0.0689 0.0274 0.0267 0.0200 

The Fig.4 shows the effect of traffic load on blocking 

probabilities for NDWR-FF and WLCR-FF for low load 

conditions. It demonstrates that our proposed strategy improves 

the blocking performance as compare to earlier reported 

methods. In case of low load for W = 40, the difference in 

blocking probability with proposed strategy and WLCR is more 

as compare to that of for W = 45 and 50, demonstrating that the 

proposed strategy performs even better with the lesser 

wavelengths. Similarly, Fig.5 shows that for high load 
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conditions and with W = 120, the blocking performance is better 

than that of W = 130 and 140. It also shows that if the number of 

wavelengths in the network is increased, the blocking probability 

is reduced up to certain extent. 

 

Fig.4. Traffic Load versus blocking probabilities for NDWR-FF 

and WLCR-FF for low load conditions 

 

Fig.5. Number of wavelengths versus blocking probabilities for 

NDWR-FF and WLCR-FF for high load conditions 

6. CONCLUSION 

New routing and wavelength assignment strategy for all 

optical networks without use of wavelength converters is 

proposed. Simulations were carried out on NSFnet optical 

network. The new weight function gives better results and reduces 

the blocking probabilities as compare to earlier results. In 

proposed weight function, few shortest paths are calculated for 

every source and destination by Dijsktra’s modified algorithm. For 

connection request, the weight is calculated for each route and 

route with maximum weight is selected. The blocking 

probabilities obtained with first fit approach for different number 

of wavelengths for varied load conditions are compared with the 

existing available techniques. The results show that the proposed 

strategy gives better blocking performance and it performs well as 

compare to other reported techniques. The proposed strategy can 

also be extended with partial and sparse partial wavelength 

converters for further improvement in network performance. 
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